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Introduction
Few studies have reported combined methods to assess a service
or the library as a whole. ACRL has also pointed to a gap in the
literature about how triangulation has been employed to
demonstrate library impact.
TRIANGULATION = use of multiple approaches/methodologies
to investigate a research question
WHY? To provide stronger evidence, identify divergent cases,
investigate a problem from different angles to obtain a more
complete understanding, etc.
There are 4 types of triangulation:
(1) data triangulation, involving multiple sources of data
(2) investigator triangulation, including several people in the
collection and analysis of research data
(3) theory triangulation, employing two or more
subject-specific theories to interpret results
(4) methodological triangulation, using multiple research
methods

Objective
Critically appraise studies that have employed data
and methodological triangulation for evaluating
library services in order to identify practical
strategies for conducting studies using multiple
approaches or research methods

Methodology
(1) Searched LISA, LISTA, Scopus, and Web of Science for articles that
discussed triangulation in assessing library services.
(2) Identified 4 articles that employed both data and methodological
triangulation, in the sense that multiple research methods were used to
investigate a problem and each method had a different group of study
participants.
Hillman, C., Blackburn, K., Shamp, K., & Nunez, C. (2017). User-focused,
user-led: Space assessment to transform a small academic library. Evidence
Based Library and Information Practice, 12(4), 41-61.
Khoo, M. J., Rozaklis, L., Hall, C., & Kusunoki, D. (2016). "A really nice
spot": Evaluating place, space, and technology in academic libraries.
College and Research Libraries, 77(1), 51-70f.
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Wahl, D., Avery, B., & Henry, L. (2013). Studying distance students: Methods,
findings, actions. Journal of Library and Information Services in Distance
Learning, 7(1-2), 183-209.
(3) Critically appraised these articles using the Rigor Attribute Model
(Patton 2015).

Rigor Attribute Model (Patton 2015)
Hypothesis exploration.

Did the study thoroughly
investigate multiple hypotheses?

Information search.

Was sampling done conscientiously?

Information validation.

Are the sources of research data
for each method compared and
contrasted?

Stance analysis.

Are biases of study participants
explored?

Sensitivity analysis.

Were strengths and limitations of
the interpretation of results
explained?

Specialist collaboration.
Did the interpretation of results
incorporate the published
literature or undergo peerreview?

Information synthesis.

Are the results from each method
integrated together to show
similarities and differences?

Explanation critique.

Is the published literature used to
discuss results in order to help
differentiate stronger and weaker
evidence?

Practical Strategies for Triangulation
1- Select research methods that can both:
a) independently answer the research question, and
b) complement each other.
2- Test the same phenomenon with each research method.
3- Choose different study participants for each research method, if possible.
Consider that qualitative and quantitative methods require different sample sizes.
4- Integrate the results from each research method to explain the similarities and
differences between them. Note that results do not have to agree.
5- Mention any limitations with your interpretation of the results.
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